The Fotospeed Academy
from image capture to print

Printing & Colour Management
Masterclass
Your tutor: Doug Chinnery & Valda Bailey
London, SE1 7HR (Marlin Waterloo)
Where:
12th June, 2018
When:
09:30 - 16:30
Times:
Not included
Lunch:
As photographers, the image is everything. We invest hugely, in time, money and
effort to make the very best photographs we can. But all art needs an artefact.
Something tangible, something physical to complete the creative process. There is
nothing like crafting a beautiful print of our most treasured images to complete
the
creative circle. How much more satisfying is it to hold in our hands a physical print
than to simply see pixels on a screen?
However, printing is a craft, just as creating the image in the field is a craft. So often the results
from our printer can disappoint, but it doesn’t have to be this way. Colour management, proofing,
paper choice and printing may seem daunting, but it can all be learned. The whole process is very
physical and immensely satisfying.

What is the Fotospeed Academy?
The Fotospeed Academy has been established to open up the world of fine art printing to you.
Through our Advanced Masterclasse, we aim to show you how to make fine, exhibition quality
prints from your images. We want to show you that it doesn’t have to be difficult. We want to strip
away much of the mystery and ‘dark arts’ that some people would like to shroud printing in so
that you feel equipped to go away and start making beautiful prints at home.

What will I learn?
You will be given a good grounding in colour management and helped to understand what colour
spaces are and how they will affect your prints, what gamuts are and how different papers react
to inks. You will learn how to calibrate your system and exactly what calibration means and what
it can (and can’t) do for you. You will learn all about ICC profiles, both generic and custom
profiles and what the benefits of custom profiles are.
Doug & Valda will take you through their workflow for processing raw files with a view to
creating a fine art, exhibition quality print. This will include a detailed understanding of creative
and output sharpening, resizing images and a workflow to help you manage the process based
on his professional experience.
They will show you how to save money using soft proofing in Adobe Lightroom and then how to
finalise difficult prints with his techniques for hard proofing, which also save money on ink and
paper. You will learn what papers to select for different types of print - prints with warmer tones,
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brighter tones, for mono prints, prints with lots of detail, prints which are softer, the list goes on.
We will have both Canon and Epson printers running throughout the day for comparing systems
and testing different Fotospeed paper types on different images - an ideal opportunity if you are
undecided about which system is best for you.
The Masterclass also includes a look at why Adobe Photoshop is so essential for photographers
who are serious about printing, especially when it comes to solving tricky colour gamut issues.
Doug & Valda will open up to you some in-depth Photoshop techniques for solving really
difficult printing issues if they ever arise, and how to up-size images for really big prints.
Finally, you will learn how to use Adobe Lightrooms print module to output your images, using
colour managed profiles to produce fine art prints.

Where is it?
The course will be held in London The entire day is designed to immerse you in the printing
process. We will begin with setting up your cameras correctly and making the best raw files
possible to create fine prints.

What will I need to bring?
You will be asked to bring a selection of your favourite raw files with you and your own laptop.
You will be able to select an image to work on, with help from Doug & Valda, which you will
then be able to print on Fotospeed Fine Art inkjet paper and take home with you as a memento
of your day with us.
All of the computer training on Doug’s screen will be recorded, along with their commentary.
Doug will then process these into videos which he will make available to you as downloadable
videos once you get home. This will save you taking reams of notes and will allow you to relax
and concentrate on the training. Then back at home you can replay the day as often as you
wish, really getting the maximum benefit from it forever.
We look forward to welcoming you to the Fotospeed Academy and demystifying the world of fine
art printing to you.

BOOK BOTH THE
INTRODUCTION TO PRINTING
FOR BEGINNERS &
PRINTING AND COLOUR
MANAGEMENT MASTERCLASS &
RECEIVE A 10% DISCOUNT

PRINTING AND COLOUR MANAGEMENT
MASTERCLASS

- £249

BOOK BOTH COURSES ONLY - £448
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